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To those men, particularly new men, at the Institute who are able to do part in helping up, The Tech makes the following appeal:

The underlined heads mean that both the business and news boards are all doing as well as they can, and that it is necessary for others to help them and to carry on the work when they are not in the office.

It is true that The Tech is very fortunate in having the men whom it has now for its service. It does not require a large number of men to carry on the work to do it well. For that reason competition opened on the business and news staffs, in order to aid the men who are sufficiently competent for this work, the following suggestions are given:

The work of the news staff consists of covering assignments given out by the editors of the different departments as is indicated. These assignments consist of articles on current national and general interest news or the world at large and athletics. The word "Current" is necessary in order that the Institute may accomplish its work best, and to know what has been done by the different branches. These branches include not only the courses in history and administration, but those in a social nature of the clubs and societies, and also of the athletic and other students' affairs. It is an accomplishment decided well worth while cultivating, and one that will prove of value to any old class in any future style in writing. We live in a time in which the men who will go away from others. The men who are able to appreciate and make others appreciate our thoughts the better we will succeed. For this reason practice in writing should be encouraged, but it should be easy, and at the same time develop style. This reporting does not come as a required work that takes your en-

The second lecture on Personal Hygiene will be given by Dr. White on Thursday, November 3, at 8 o'clock, in Room 6, Lowell.

A. E. BURTON, Dean.

Attention is called to the fact that this lecture will be from 2 to 8 o'clock, instead of from 3 to 4 o'clock, as it was last week, and drill will be postponed.

Lombardy Inn
Boston's Famous Italian Restaurant
1 AND 2 BOYLSTON PLACE

Wright & Ditson
Foot Ball and Basket Ball Suits
The Wright & Ditson Shoes and
Head Guards the best and most
practical, also Baskets and Hockey
Boards.

The Wright & Ditson Sweaters
have long been recognized as the
best.

College Students and Athletes who
want the real, superior articles for
the different sports should get them
that bear our Trade-Mark.

CATALOGUE FREE.

WRIGHT & DITSON

Boston: 18 Boylston Street

Telephone Number 240

Morse & Henderson
Merchant Tailors
18 Boylston Street

Boston, Mass.

Bostonian Branch
European and American Plans

Herbert H. Barnes, Proprietor.

Copley Branch

48 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Tel. 5513 E. B.

Morse & Henderson

CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC.

MORSE & HENDERSON

18 BOYLSTON STREET

Travelers and Overcoats $38 and Upwards

OPEN YOUR BANK ACCOUNT WITH THE

National Shawmut Bank

BOSTON

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER
EIGHT MILLION DOLLARS

FOWNES

on the charges means quality in the

GLOVES

Back Bay Branch

State Street Trust Co.

350 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston

Safe Deposit Vaults

Credit interest monthly on accounts of $200 and over.

Main Office: 28 State Street